STRASCICHI
Finding ourselves funny in our own solitude. How to talk about it? Saying about saying. Explaining words by
words. Talking about subjects to talk about. Playing to compose excerpts of a story, that are assonant with
each other in their sense and structure.
“The end of a love story became a lack of love. I can feel the consequences of this experience that finally, I
can define. “In my thoughts I have bled for the riddles I've been fed” .I have to be self-sufficient, to stand on
my own two feet. A late feminism? It could may be...Let's make a virtue of necessity.” I.R.
What are you asking me?
With this lolling tongue
love you now love you then love you never
I hate saying it to you
I hate hanging around with your intimacy
When I make love, I dupe
thoughts, blood.
When I make love.
Love flows.
I ate riddles
words to explain the words
I would like to call you “Faithful” but it doesn't match you
Last times, too, have a last time
last times of pleading
last times of loving
of knowing not to know to pretend
I hate
strange expressions:
obscurities, dazes
anagrams, puzzles
I hate
emptiness, loneliness, echoes
opacities, consequences,
profundities, flaccidities
saying it again.
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